Appendix H: Sample Records

See also:
Additional Guidelines: Beinecke [1]


Henry A. Holocaust Testimony [4] (videorecording, part of oral history archive, Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies

Louise Bryant Papers [5] (13.5 lin. ft., historical, Manuscripts and Archives)


Records of Kingman Brewster, Jr. as president of Yale University [7] (282.25 lin. ft., corporate, Manuscripts and Archives)

Rochambeau papers and Rochambeau family cartographic archive [8] (49.8 lin. ft., historical, Beinecke)

General Collection Manuscript Miscellany [9] (ongoing, historical/literary, Beinecke)

[Sample records conforming to DCRM(MSS) are to be determined]
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Appendix H: Sample Records top
Manuscript [10].Cataloging Guidelines [10]
Beinecke Manuscript Cataloging Manual [12]
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